Mathematical framework for generating survival times
Given a hazard function, under certain conditions it is possible to simulate the corresponding survival times analytically. The cumulative distribution of survival times ( ) ( ) follows a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 (Bender et al. 2005) . Since
( ), survival times are equal to the inverse cumulative hazard function acting on a random uniformly distributed variable (here x represents the covariate vector, and β -corresponding hazard ratios):
This expression can be used to generate the survival time of any Cox model, as long as the inverse cumulative hazard function is known. For the Gompertz model used in the simulations presented here, the equivalent formula is:
This formula can be used to generate survival times only when the effects of each risk factor are constant. With time-varying covariates, equivalent closed-form expressions are available only under certain conditions. Austin (Austin 2012 ) provides several such formulas, namely, for proportionally increasing or decreasing covariates (i.e., when ( ) ) and for covariates that flip between two states, e.g., untreated → treated → untreated. The latter formulas rely on piecewise definitions of the inverse cumulative hazard function. The main limitation in using these expressions is that covariate values may only change at the knots 1 . For the simulation models of our study, this limitation would mean that the sensitivity periods of simulated risk factors must not overlap in time and have sharp "on" and "off" steps, instead of gradual increase and decrease of effect. We believe this would be a gross oversimplification of real developmental genetics. Thus, we opted to use the closed-form expression only in simulations with constant-effect genetic risk factors alone.
Parameter estimation
For each model, the following algorithm was used to estimate the lowest cost and parameters associated with it: Figure S2 for an example of this prediction.) It is also closely related to the mean genetic effect of each individual, as the expected value of a genotype composed from two 0/1 alleles is 2np.
As our models are stochastic, each simulation uses synchronized random number streams, or common random numbers (CRNs). The streams are not synchronized between replicated simulations of the same input. In this way, the observed variance of cost is reduced, and more closely reflects the "true" variance caused by parameter differences (see Kleijnen 2015 for more details on CRNs).
Number of combinations used in step 4 was chosen to maintain comparability between 2-parameter and 4-parameter models -increasing number of tested inputs as k m , where m is the number of parameters, ensures the same sampling density for all models (Hastie et al. 2009 ). The choice of k was assessed by bootstrap as follows. Model M1 was simulated 10,000 times with random parameters (limited by the ∑ boundaries determined previously) to generate a distribution of costs, and 100 samples of size k were drawn from this distribution. We vary k and observe how frequently these samples contain the "true" lowest cost among the 10,000 replicates, and how far the average minimum observed per one sample of k simulations deviates from the "true" lowest cost ( Figure S3 ).
Sensitivity analysis
We performed a sensitivity analysis to evaluate how the fit of model M3 is affected by the choice of parameter values for varying-effect loci. Each of the 12 tested parameters was perturbed individually in both directions by -3 to +3 days (for μ) or -3 to +3 % of the best-fit value (for p and γ). Parameters for the constant-effect locus were fixed at their best-fit values. 10 iterations were performed for each parameter value. Resulting GA quantiles were averaged across the iterations to produce Figure S5 . Figure S1 . Dynamics of the baseline survival model. Grey histogram -actual gestational age data, observed in the entire Swedish Medical Birth Register (>1.3 million observations). Corresponding density of gestational ages, simulated using the baseline Gompertz model with optimal parameters, is shown in blue. Remaining curves show the simulated "hazard" to be born, corresponding cumulative "hazard", and proportion of fetuses remaining in utero at each day of gestation. As all these functions are measured in different units and were rescaled for presentation purposes, y-axis is shown without scale. 
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